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Situated on the coastal peninsula of Western
Lancashire resides one of the most unique and diverse
distilleries in the region. Black Powder offers an
extensive range of exciting products all meticulously
handmade in traditional copper stills. 

Along with gins judged to be some of the best in the
world, we also produce exquisite liqueurs, rums, Vodka,
and Whisky. Our distillation methods and long infusion
process ensure all our products are literally bursting
with genuine spirit 



AWARD
WINNING
CLASSICS

Flintlock Overproof Navy
Strength Gin 70CL 60%ABV

Sidelock Super Premium
London Dry 70CL 40%ABV

Ignite Your Spirit with our Multi Award Winning Navy
Strength Gin. Judged to be the Best Navy Strength Gin

in the UK and one of the Finest Gins in the World!
Flintlock is unapologetically bold yet rich in complexity -
charged with over 25 botanicals & distilled using time-
honoured traditions. A unique gin that explodes with

delicious, aromatic flavours and a truly distinctive finish.

Our multi-award winning super premium London
Dry Gin is infused with no less that 28 of the

finest botanicals which, when primed and
charged in Horatio, Hardy & Hamilton (our faithful

copper stills) creates an invigorating yet well-
balanced gin of exceptional quality.



 

This intensely fruity gin is packed with the juiciest fresh raspberries. The fruit is selected at
peak ripeness to ensure the maximum amount of flavour, promising just the right amount of
sweetness to counter the fruit’s natural tartness. A smooth, well-balanced gin that combines

perfectly with Champagne, Prosecco or a premium Indian tonic. Garnish with a generous
helping of fresh raspberries and blueberries.

 

ENTIRELY
NATURAL

FRUIT GINS

RASPBERRY

A delicious combination of tangy rhubarb blended with fragrant, spicy oriental notes of
ginger. A wonderful fusion that provides a lovely depth of flavour with a warming finish. Best

served over ice with a premium Indian tonic garnished with slices of fresh lemon

RHUBARB

Prunus avium, commonly known as "wild cherry” in Britain, offers a sweet and tangy flavour
that is simply delicious. Deep red in appearance and full of juicy rich cherry and subtle hints
of fragrant marzipan. For maximum enjoyment consume over ice or try with a splash Indian

tonic of cola & slice of lime.

WILD CHERRY 

WILD ELDERFLOWER  
Harvested just once a year, each bottle is infused with individually hand-picked

elderflowers. A delicately sweet and aromatic gin with subtle hints of floral citrus followed by
the unmistakable fragrance of fresh elderflower. Serve over ice with Indian tonic and

garnish with sliced green grapes and fresh mint leaves

70CL 37.5%ABV



For this classic pairing we have combined the deliciously tangy flavour of rhubarb with the
fragrant, warm and spicy oriental notes of ginger. This is a wonderful fusion that provides a

lovely depth of flavour with a warming finish.

                

Amalfi lemons possess a unique flavour that results from a combination of the volcanic soil,
year round warm temperatures, and a perfect amount of rain. Less acidic than other lemons

they contain more fragrant oils giving a sweet, aromatic flavour that makes a refreshing,
mouthwatering G&T. Simply pour over lots of ice, top up with a premium Indian tonic and

garnish with a few slices of fresh lemon

AMALFI LEMON

Infused with the freshest and sweetest strawberries in season to create the perfect summer
partnership. Sweet & fruity on both the nose and taste with just a hint of tartness. The
peppery juniper is offset well, adding a slight kick with a pleasant dry finish. Serve with

plenty of ice and either an elderflower tonic or regular tonic water and garnish with
strawberries and fresh mint.

 

ENTIRELY
NATURAL

FRUIT GINS

RHUBARB & GINGER

BRITISH STRAWBERRY

70CL 37.5%ABV



A fruity gin that combines the quince’s natural balance of tart and sweet flavouring. The
overall effect is a bright and zesty gin with hints of juniper and aromatic floral notes.For the

perfect serve fill a large copa de balon gin glass with ice, pour in 50ml of gin and top up with
Mediterranean Tonic. Garnish with a few basil leaves & fennel shavings from the bulb or

fronds from the stalks.

                QUINCE

Our Damson Gin is smoother and fruitier than the traditional Sloe Gin and has a wonderful
deep colour. Meticulously handmade in the traditional way in small batches, using hand-

picked British damsons, a moderate amount of sugar and our own unique ingredients. The
end result is a deep, rich, velvety gin with a delightfully almond-esque finish.

DAMSON 

Crammed with delicious citrus notes, this bright and flavoursome gin is produced with the
freshest Italian & Spanish pink grapefruits. Tart, tangy with an underlying sweetness, this

vibrant and zesty combination offers a perfect alternative to a classic G&T. Best served over
ice with a premium Indian tonic & garnished with strips of grapefruit zest.

                

A revitalising gin infused with 4-day old limes from Citricola Couturier Hermanos, producer
of the greatest limes in the world! The family owned 2,500 acre farm yields the highest

quality dark green fruit that burst with zesty aromatic oils. The freshness of these delicious
limes produces one of the most invigorating flavours in our fruit gin range. Best enjoyed with

a premium Indian tonic and a slice of lime.

 

ENTIRELY
NATURAL

FRUIT GINS

PINK GRAPEFRUIT

LIME FORTUNELLA

70CL 37.5%ABV



The Valencia is the ultimate juicy orange bursting with luscious sweet citrus flavour. Our
long steeping process ensures we capture all the oranges’ natural fruity goodness, creating
a vibrant gin that is best served over lots of ice with an Indian tonic or, for a more sherbet-

like taste, try with elderflower tonic. Garnish with lots of fresh mint and slices of orange for a
delicious summer treat!

VALENCIA ORANGE

Enjoy the smooth, crisp taste of the Mediterranean sun.Sanguinella Gin is infused with
bittersweet blood oranges and blended for many months with fragrant botanicals to create a

crisp, zesty spirit bursting with complex flavour and a colour to light up your glass. 
 For the perfect serve try over lots of ice, garnished with fresh orange wheels & top up with

a premium Indian tonic.

BLOOD ORANGE

                

One of our most popular gins made with handpicked elderflowers and infused with
deliciously sweet nectarines to lend a refreshing citrus floral twist. Perfect served over ice

with a premium Indian tonic and garnished with a sprig of rosemary.

PINK ELDERFLOWER

Packed with satisfyingly juicy crisp green apples, a warming hint of cinnamon spice and our
own unique gin recipe. This is a wonderful fusion of natural sweet fruit that provides a lovely

depth of flavour with a lingering spicy finish. 
Best served with a premium ginger ale and an orange garnish but is particularly tasty as a

winter tipple served warm, with cloudy apple juice garnished and a cinnamon quill and
orange wheel.

WILD ENGLISH APPLE

ENTIRELY
NATURAL

FRUIT GINS
70CL 37.5%ABV



CARIBBEAN 

THE 
SEVERED HAND

RUM RANGE
70CL 37.5%ABV

A rich full-bodied spirit with delicious notes of
cinnamon sweet, floral vanilla, layered with hints

of coconut and soft caramelised sugar. A
Wonderfully versatile spirit that can be served

neat, on the rocks, and in a variety of rum-based
cocktails

JAMAICAN SPICED
Spice is always in vogue, and for those who like a

flavoursome twist to their cocktails or simply an
alternative sipping choice to straight rum try our
chilli, sweet vanilla and cinnamon infused spiced

rum. A warming full-bodied spirit that’s sure to
satisfy the rum lover in everyone. 

ROASTED HAZELNUT 
Soft aromas meet the nose with scents of brown

sugar, dried fruit and toasted hazelnut. A smooth,
rich, full-bodied spirit with additional notes of
vanilla and cinnamon and a sweet oaky kick 



THE TRUE STORY OF THE
SEVERED HAND

You may have been wondering what inspired the somewhat macabre name, Severed Hand
Rum. Sure, it appears to have all the typical piratesque hallmarks that’s usually associated
with rum but in actuality the name has nothing to do with Black Beards, cutlasses, pieces of

eight or sea shanties for that matter.

Much of what we do at Black Powder is influenced and inspired by our family home, Preese
Hall. The site has been around since the Domesday Book 1086 so it’s safe to say it has an
incredible history! Fast forward slightly to 1865 to this article from The Preston Guardian:

"some workmen, whilst employed in emptying a number of guano bags on Saturday last, at
Preese Hall Farm, in Weeton, which belongs to T. Miller, Esq made a very strange

discovery. The guano had come from Liverpool, to which port it had been shipped from
Peru, and after a number of bags containing it had been emptied, one of the men observed

a human hand amongst the manure; it had just rolled out of one of the sacks. On being
picked up the hand was found to be in a wonderful state of preservation. The hand was full-

grown, and the flesh, muscles, skin, etc seemed to be quite perfect; but after it had been
exposed to the atmosphere for a short time decomposition set in rapidly. No one can

account for the hand being amongst the guano". 

Yikes! To this day no one knows whether the hand belonged to an unfortunate Peruvian
slave or as a result of some Peaky Blinder type shenanigans at Liverpool Docks! Suffice it
to say we thought we should continue to preserve the severed hand story and in homage,

named our rum after it!



70CL 40%ABV



Our distinctive Glorious
12th blended whisky is

appreciated by both the
connoisseur and aspirant

whisky drinker alike. Its
exceptional smoothness
and depth of character

gives a complexity of
flavour akin to a much older

25-year old vintage. Its
obvious caramel notes with

subtle hints of floral
heather honey will take you

back to the Highlands
wherever you drink it

70CL 40%ABV



Salted Caramel
Gin Liqueur 

A wonderfully indulgent
fusion of sea salt, caramel &

our own London Dry Gin.
Enticingly delicious, rich,

creamy & decadently
moreish! The perfect drink to
sip & savour neat or over ice
& perfect for a whole host of

sophisticated cocktails!

GIN
LIQUEURS

Coffee Gin
Liqueur 

An evocative synthesis of
spirit & flavour created in

union with Atkinsons Coffee
Roasters of Lancaster. With a
heritage spanning 180 years,

Atkinsons offer unrivalled
expertise & as such have

created a unique coffee blend
to accompany our own Black

Powder Gin. Infused with
delicious notes of dark

chocolate, caramel, 
hazelnut & gin 

50CL 30%ABV



GIN
LIQUEURS

A gin with a deep velvety texture that bursts with luscious
sweet juicy flavours. The perfect base for cocktails which can

be enjoyed as a long drink with a dash of Champagne or Prosecco or simply
serve neat over ice for a delicious treat.

SLOE

50CL 30%ABV

Experience the wonderful marriage of smooth dark chocolate with a piquancy
of fresh chilli heat!Serve straight from the fridge, neat over ice and then sit

back, sip and savour!

FREEZING HOT CHOCOLATE 



ALL ENQUIRIES - TONY DALNAS
 

INFO@BLACKPOWDERGIN.CO.UK

07894138473

WWW.BLACKPOWERGIN.CO.UK


